The Xarbet Villa

Dear Friends,
Spain has a particularly rich cultural history boasting the second highest number
of UNESCO World Heritage sites in the world. We allow you to discover the
private side of Spanish heritage, through their exclusive and exceptional private
homes, palaces and villas. Many of these residences are still owned by illustrious
Spanish families and, as a guest, you learn the family history directly from their
descendents.
Renting a private residence also gives your client the intimacy and privacy you
they won’t get from a hotel, and offers plenty of opportunities for families and
friends to relax and enjoy each other’s company.
I invite you to discover this world of exclusivity,

Warm regards,
Isabel Benjumea,
CEO & Founder
Download our catalogue
GREATNESS HOMES COLLECTION
www.greatness.es

PALATIAL HOUSE
MARCHIONESS OF
TENORIO
Available for stays and events (9
rooms, max 18 guests)
Washington Irving wrote his “Tales
from the Alhambra” while living in
this 13th-century palace in the
quintessential Sevillian
neighborhood of Santa Cruz. The
building was originally part of the
Alcázar, and, from its terraces and
corners, offers unparalleled views of
the city. It is a supreme spot to
enjoy the Seville.

Views from Marchioness of Tenorio Palace

Hernando, the actual manager of
this family property, puts great

emphasis in making you feel at
home. He restored the interior of
the building to offer every comfort while paying special attention to detail and
keeping the flavor and charm of a private home.
The art collection will leave you breathless.

PRIVATE MEAL WITH
CELEBRITY CHEF
Enjoy a private dinner or lunch
experience where master chef
Dani García invites you into the
delicious world of flavor
enhanced foods. You will enjoy a
multi-course meal with wine and
Lunch at Torre Satrústegui

cocktails, made with the most
elevated ingredients. Dani’s
recipes are inspired by classic,

traditional preparations, enriched by creativity, imagination and
experimentation. His goal is to celebrate and promote flavor innovation, cocktail
creativity and engaging conversations with interesting, animated guests.
Private dinners with a celebrity chef can be held in any of our GREATNESS
properties. During the summer months we suggest Torre Satrústegui, a
magnificent property overlooking the city of San Sebastian. The perfect spot to
enjoy the most delicious basque flavors.
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